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• Research in life sciences and computer science has made tremendous progress in the last 

decades often by fruitful interdisciplinary cooperation 

Example: Large amount of data from the high-throughput methods in molecular biology

• Problem: Often biological systems span multiple spatial / time scales 

that exhibit bold interdependencies

Introduction to systems biology

How can we better understand the mechanisms that define 

biological systems as a whole ?

How can we contribute to the treatment of disease 

that spans multiple scales (e.g. cancer) ?

System level
Biological systems as a whole

Tissue scale
Multicellular populations

Cellular scale
Single cells

Molecular scale
Intracellular 

pathways, Genes
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• Research in life sciences and computer science has made tremendous progress in the last 

decades often by fruitful interdisciplinary cooperation 

Example: Large amount of data from the high-throughput methods in molecular biology

• Problem: Often biological systems span multiple spatial / time scales 

that exhibit bold interdependencies

• Method: Multiscale models that allow to identify microscopic mechanisms 

(cell & molecular scale) that lead to macroscopic phenomena (tissue scale)

• Another perspective: Traditional biology: Reductionism

Systems biology: Holism

Introduction to systems biology

System level
Biological systems as a whole

Tissue scale
Multicellular populations

Cellular scale
Single cells

Molecular scale
Intracellular 

pathways, Genes
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multiple functions and that interact selectively and non-linearly to produce coherent behavior  

What type of model should we use ? 



Problem: Biological systems consist of a large number of components that have different and 

multiple functions and that interact selectively and non-linearly to produce coherent behavior.  

What type of model should we use ? 

Two major model approaches in systems biology of tissues and multi-cellular aggregates:

1. Continuous models (also: mathematical models)

E.g. Systems of differential equations (analytically solved or numerically approximated)

For large scale phenomena (Christini, 2009;  Byrne and Drasdo, 2009)

Can not be used when change on the scale of single cells matters (resolution too low).

2. Agent-based models (also: individual-based models)

Complex behavior of a system arises from action and interactions of autonomous elements called agents   

Highly non-linear and non-deterministic (simulated)

Provide higher spatial resolution of processes on the scale of single cells.

Introduction to agent-based modeling
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Problem: Biological systems consist of a large number of components that have different and 

multiple functions and that interact selectively and non-linearly to produce coherent behavior.  

What type of model should we use ? 

Two major model approaches in systems biology of tissues and multi-cellular aggregates:

1. Continuous models (also: mathematical models)

E.g. Systems of differential equations (analytically solved or numerically approximated)

For large scale phenomena (Christini, 2009;  Byrne and Drasdo, 2009)

Can not be used when change on the scale of single cells matters (resolution too low).

2. Agent-based models (also: individual-based models)

Complex behavior of a system arises from action and interactions of autonomous elements called agents   

Highly non-linear and non-deterministic (simulated)

Provide higher spatial resolution of processes on the scale of single cells.

Introduction to agent-based modeling

Basic idea of ABMs for biological systems: Model elements (agents) = Individual cells

Lattice-free

Directly represent physical interactions and 

thus are generally ideally suited to model 

biological systems 

Harder to implement 

Require more complex computing

Lattice-based (also: “cellular automata”)  

Can show very good correspondence to real systems      

on macroscopic scale

But many important aspects of  multicellular systems 

e.g. cell size changes or biomechanical effects are 

hard to represent  (CA rules can only be „hoped“ to 

represent physics correctly ) (Deutsch, 2004; Anderson, 2009)
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We model individual cells by an isotropic and homogeneous spheres

Model of multicellular populations: Cell shape

Isolated hepatocytes
Experiment/Image: Hengstler 

Isolated hepatocytes in rotation culture in vitro 
(Experiment: Bauer // Image: Hoehme) 

D.G. Drubin and W.J. Nelson. Origins of cell polarity. Cell, 84: 335–344, 1996.

Cell shape

• Shape of isolated cells (or cells in cultures of low density) is largely spherical

2. Towards in vitro modeling



• Model cells are parameterized  by:

- cell-kinetic (e.g. cell-diffusion constant)

- biophysical (e.g. elasticity)

- cell-biological (e.g. cell-cycle duration)

parameters that can be experimentally measured.

• Model cells are defined by position, size and orientation

• They are capable of migration, growth and division

Illustration of cell division in the model
Cell division process

Model of multicellular populations: Cell division
2. Towards in vitro modeling



– Linear growth (in radius   ) until volume has 

doubled:

where     is a quiescent cell’s radius and     is the 

time needed by cell    for a full cell cycle.

– After reaching the end of the cell cycle, the cell 

will divide into two cells of radius    .

ri (t +∆t) = ri (t)+mi ⋅ ∆t

mi = ( 23 −1) ⋅ r0 /Ti,
r0 Ti

r0

ri

i

2.1 Growth and division



– After division, a cell can enter a dormant, or 

quiescent, state in which it will not grow

(G0 phase)

– This can depend on

• Pressure on the cell becomes larger than a limit,

• Overall contact with other cells, or elements has 

become larger than a threshold

σ ij

j

∑ >σG0

p> PG0

2.2 Restriction of cell growth



• A cell can “awake” from G0 and re-enter 

cell-cycle if the conditions arise

• Possible conditions:

– Pressure on the cell must be below a limit       with

– Overall contact area below with

p≤ PG1 < PG0

σ ij

j

∑ ≤σG1 <σG0

σG1

PG1

2.2 Restriction of cell growth



Contact mechanics models describe forces which 

elastic bodies exert due to deformation (and 

adhesion) by other elastic bodies.  They also 

describe the contact area between them.

– Heinrich Hertz (1882) described the first such 

model. It does not consider adhesion (which has 

to be subtracted from the resulting force 

explicitly)

2.3 Cell-cell interactions (Hertz)



• Example:  Hertz contact model with 

2 elastic spheres (cells):

– Contact area                         with the contact radius

where d is the displacement of the 

surface and R an effective radius with 

σ ij = 2π ⋅a2

a= R⋅d,
1

R
=

1

R1

+
1

R2

2.3 Cell-cell interactions (Hertz)



• Example:  Hertz contact model with 2 elastic spheres:

– The repulsive force due to deformation in the Hertz 
contact model is

– with      being the effective elastic or Young’s modulus

where      and      are  the cells’ elastic moduli and     and   
their respective Poisson ratios, all being characteristic 
parameters for elastic deformation.

FHertz =
4

3
E* ⋅a⋅d

1

E*
=

1−ν1

2

E1

+
1−ν2

2

E2

E*

E1 E2
ν1 ν2

2.3 Cell-cell interactions (Hertz)



• Cell-cell interactions can more realistically be modeled by JKR contact model that describes pair 

interaction force between two homogeneous, isotropic, elastic and adhesive spheres

• Summarizes adhesive (adhesion from cell surface receptors) and repulsive forces (limited compressibility of cells)

• Applicability of JKR model to living cells has been validated (Chu, 2005)

D. Landau. Theory of Elasticity. Pergamon, 1975.  //  K.L. Johnson, K. Kendall, and A.D. Roberts. 

Surface energy and the contact of elastic solids. Proc. Roc. Soc. A, 1971 
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Model of multicellular populations: Cell-cell interactions

Chu, Yeh-Shiu et al. 2005. 

Johnson-Kendall-Roberts 

theory applied to living 

cells. Phys Rev Lett, 94(2).

2.3 Cell-cell interactions (JKR)



• Modelled as random force (Langevin dynamics)

• Random (isotropically distributed) direction,

• Random absolute value (sampled from a Gaussian with 

a standard deviation of                     where D is the 

diffusion constant, and d is the dimension of sampled 

space).

2D ⋅d /∆t,

Random walk similar to

Brownian motion

2.4 Active cell motion / migration



– Friction with the extracellular matrix (ECM):

• Surface      not in contact with other objects.

• Friction factor          as parameter (depending on tissue)

• Drag forces proportional to velocity     and area     

exposed to the extracellular matrix

′σ i

γ ECM

′σ i

2.5 Friction (with ECM)



• (Left) Friction due to deformation (internal friction) vs.

• (Right) Friction of cells in contact moving alongside each other

– Different friction factors act on the two velocity vector components:

γ || γ ⊥

2.5 Friction (with other cells)



• Which model objects (cells etc.) interact?

• Computational complexity for finding 

interacting objects: naïve 

– Broad-phase collision detection is needed to 

minimize the number of actual calculations.

• Bounding Box methods

• Adaptive Grid methods

– Reducing complexity

O(n2 )

2.6 Cell-cell interactions (Implementation)



• Axis Aligned Bounding Box collision detection

• Every object defines its own close bounding box.

• A bounding box is defined by it minimum and maximum 

coordinates xi
min, xi

max, yi
min, yi

max, zi
min, zi

max

2.6 Cell-cell interactions (Implementation)



• Algorithm:
1. On the x-axis, sort the corresponding bounding box limits.

2.6 Cell-cell interactions (Implementation)



2. Sweep: 

– Going along the sorted list, pick up every encountered min

entry into a collection.

– When encountering a max value, take the corresponding 

min entry out of the collection.

The entries now in the collection are the x-overlaps with 

the object corresponding to the encountered max entry.

– For each pair, the overlap in y and z has to be verified –

for                 test that                  , and

for                 test that                 

yi
min < yj

min
yi

max > yj
min

zi
min < zj

min
zi

max > zj
min

2.6 Cell-cell interactions (Implementation)



• For stacked configurations this 

means many y/z-comparisons.

In this example 5+4+3+2+1=15

• This can be mitigated by 

subdividing the y-axis in regions 

with around the same number of 

objects.

• Comparing regions can be done 

with bitwise operations � very 

efficient.

• In this example, the number of y/z-

comparisons is 1+2+1=4.

2.6 Cell-cell interactions (Implementation)



• Equation of motion yields the velocity vectors 

of all objects.

• � Sparse system of algebraic equations

– Solve Equation of Motion using the Conjugate 

Gradient method

• Choose the time step small enough that 

object overlaps stay in limits of model validity

– For JKR/Hertz models a penetration depth of 

about 10% of a spherical object’s radius is 

assumed to be valid

2.7 Equation of motion



Cellular processes
• Cell cycle time (Distribution)

• Active motion of cells

• Diffusion constant

Biomechanics
• Young’s Modulus

• Poisson Ratio

• Adhesion (Receptor density / 
Constant energy per receptor)

• Friction coefficients (Tangential, Orthogonal)

2.8 Parameter summary



Why monolayer cultures ?

- Relatively simple two-dimensional system

- Extensive experimental data available

(Bru et al 1998, Bru et al 2003)

Experimental observation: 
Diameter of monolayer cultures grows 

linearly despite all cells are

in contact with nutrient medium.

What mechanism may explain such 

linear diameter growth ?

Further model systems: Monolayer cultures
2.9 Model application: Monolayer cultures



Model of multicellular populations: Cell population growth in 2D

We proposed a 

biomechanical form 

of contact inhibition

(Cells under too much pressure 

do not divide anymore)

System level
Biological systems as a whole

Tissue scale
Linear diameter growth

Cellular scale
Contact inhibition

Molecular scale
Intracellular 

pathways, Genes

2.9 Model application: Monolayer cultures



• The biomechanical form of contact inhibition (mechanism on cell scale):

- Explains the experimentally observed linear growth of the diameter 

in monolayer cultures (Bru et al., 1998; Bru et al., 2003) (macroscopic phenomena on tissue scale)

- Explains their specific proliferation pattern where cells mainly proliferate at the monolayer border

• Model simulations mimicked growth dynamics of monolayer cultures very precisely

Problem: Simplicity of monolayer cultures also means that they are quite different to in vivo situation

Further model systems: Monolayer cultures
2.9 Model application: Monolayer cultures



• Multicellular tumor spheroids:

- Common experimental model in therapeutically oriented cancer research (Kunz-Schughart, 1999) 

- Closer to the in-vivo situation (3D, non-uniform nutrient distributions, layered microarchitecture)

• Model extensions: 

- Simulations in three dimensions

- Nutrient diffusion and consumption:                                                           

We find the same layered architecture as experimentally observed (proliferating rim, necrotic core)

Further model systems: Multicellular tumor spheroids

( )
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∂ ∂
= −
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∑

Reaction-diffusion equation

Euler forward method

Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition

2.9 Model application: Tumor spheroids



• Model mimics the growth dynamics of tumor spheroids   

(Experimental data: Freyer & Sutherland, 1985 / 1986)

Model prediction: Nutrient concentration in the environment of a 

growing tumor determines the size of its necrotic 

core and does NOT control its growth 
(Against common belief)

But tumors in vivo grow into an embedding tissue !

2.9 Model application: Tumor spheroids



• Further model extension:  Include aspects of the surrounding tissue (even closer to in vivo situation)

• We showed that the biomechanical properties of an embedding tissue have a major impact on the 

growth dynamics and morphology of growing cell populations

Further model systems: Tumor spheroids embedded in tissue
2.9 Model application: Tumors in tissue



Further model systems: Tumor spheroids embedded in tissue

We found fractal surfaces (and Saffman-

Taylor-like instabilities) 
(E.g. by decreased tissue motility)

We also observed surface instabilities of large 

wavelength (e.g. by increased tissue elasticity)

Depending on the properties of the embedding tissue, we find:

complex surface morphologies ….

2.9 Model application: Tumors in tissue



Further model systems: Tumor spheroids embedded in tissue

… by additional model extensions (e.g. apoptosis and lysis) we found  

complex proliferation pattern and growth dynamics.

Videos: Apoptosis is followed by lysis (leads to constant cell renewal)

2.9 Model application: Tumors in tissue



• We achieved a very good agreement with experimental data on tumor growth dynamics 
For example by [Helmlinger et al., 1997] and [Galle et al., 2006]
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Further model systems: Tumor spheroids embedded in tissue

Model prediction: The widespread experimental technique of embedding growing tumor 

spheroids in agarose gels to model the effects of the embedding tissue [Cheng et al., PLoS ONE 2009] 

is likely to be not sufficient to realistically capture all biomechanical effects of such tissue.

2.9 Model application: Tumors in tissue
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3. TiSim software



GITGIT

C++
ITK

VTK
OpenGL

GNU/LinuxGNU/Linux Mac OS XMac OS X
MS 

Windows
MS 

Windows

Qt

• C++

• Standard libraries

• Multi-platform

• Collaborative devel

HDF5

SOSLib/

Sundials

(Deal II)

3. TiSim software: Technology overview



• Implement theoretical models as described

• Allow for high performance simulations

• Accessible to non-experts via GUI

• Facilitate easy extension of software by structure, modularity and 
class hierarchies

• Implement data connections to other software for full workflow 
from analysis of experimental images to model simulations

3. TiSim software: Overview
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• Change Parameters
– Navigate to the “Spherical Cell Model” tab.

– Navigate to the contained “Parameters” tab.

– Change each of the following parameters, run a simulation after each 
single change:

• Cell-Cell gamma:  1e+7

• Cell-Medium gamma:  1e+7

• …

– Be sure to change the “simulation (output) name” (last parameter) 
after changing parameters, else your old data will be overwritten.

• Preparation
– Copy TiSim.zip from the network share to H:. Double-click TiSim.zip to unpack it, it will create a folder TiSim-bundle.

– Change to the folder TiSim-bundle.

– Double-click TiSim.exe to start the program.

• Run the simulation
– Navigate to the contained “Simulation” tab within the “Spherical Cell 

Model” tab.

– Push “Init / Reset model”, then “Start simulation”.

– To watch the simulation, change to the “3D” tab, push the button 
“New Display” and change back to the “Spherical Cell Model”  tab.

• Output
– In the TiSim-bundle folder there will be a subfolder called ‘output.’

– In ‘output’ there will be a subfolder with the ‘simulation (output) 
name’ that you chose in the parameters.

– In that folder, open the Observables.csv file with Excel.

– The first line in the file will tell what column contains what data.

– Plot ‘Cell Number’ over ‘Time’ and ‘Diameter’ over ‘Time’ for each 
simulation.

– If unsure, what parameters you were using, consult the 
parameters.xml file.

4. TiSim software (Practice)
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Liver serial section

The liver lobule
(Human liver ~ 1 Mio. lobules)

The liver lobule as model system: Introduction

Biology

The Liver is the largest internal organ (complex system)…

Bright-field micrograph of a liver lobule (CV, PV)

• The only internal organ capable of natural regeneration 

(Even ~25%  of unimpaired liver can regenerate into full liver) 

• Wide range of functions: detoxification, protein synthesis, 

production of substances necessary for digestion…

• Liver consist of large number of repetitive 

subelements:

5. Liver introduction



Lobules have specific architecture:

• Hepatocytes are aligned in columns (also: hepatic plates, muralium simplex)

• Smaller blood vessels (sinusoids) are concentrically oriented towards CV

• Blood flows from PV to CV (under physiological conditions)

Blood flow

The liver lobule as model system: Lobule architecture

Architecture guarantees function 

5. Liver introduction



• We study liver regeneration after intoxication with carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) 
(A prototypical substance for drugs inducing pericentral liver damage)

• Intoxication largely impairs specific liver architecture (leads to large necrotic lesion around CV)

• Regeneration restores architecture in less than 10 days (mice)

Necrotic area

Bright-field micrographs (2D)

The liver lobule as model system: What do we want to know ?

IntoxicationHealthy Regenerated

A main goal: understand how

5. Liver introduction



The liver lobule as model system: General strategy

Quantify liver lobule 

architecture (static)

lobule parameters

Quantify liver lobule 

architecture (static)

lobule parameters

Quantify the regeneration 

process (dynamic)

process parameters

Quantify the regeneration 

process (dynamic)

process parameters

Set up quantitative model 
(based on lobule / process parameters)

model parameters

Set up quantitative model 
(based on lobule / process parameters)

model parameters

Model simulations 
(Provide experimentally verifiable predictions)

Model simulations 
(Provide experimentally verifiable predictions)

Comparison to experiments
(In order to verify / falsify model)

Comparison to experiments
(In order to verify / falsify model)

Model adjustments Model adjustments 

Experiments

(Image data)

Experiments

(Image data)

New knowledgeNew knowledge

Overview in vivo modeling strategy
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Bright-field micrographs (2D)

• Immuno-histochemical staining

• Blue: DAPI (cell nuclei)  

• Dark Brown: BrdU (proliferation)

The liver lobule as model system: Original image date from the experiments
5.1 Experimental data in 2D (Liver)



• Confocal (laser scanning) microscopy in 3D

• Image stacks of 1024x1024x~100 pixels (~100 megapixel) with resolution of 

0.621 micron in x-y & 0.54 micron in z-direction

• Immunostaining of physiological entities in 

4 color channels:

• DAPI: Nuclei (blue)

• DPPIV+DMs: Sinusoidal network

(green&red => yellow)

• DPPIV: Bile canaliculi network (green)

• GS: Central vein (hepatocytes around 

CV, white)

5.2 Experimental data in 3D (Liver)
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Problems: • Images often have low contrast, low brightness and are noisy

• Contrast and brightness locally vary

• Model relevant structures can not be stained specifically (e.g. sinusoids)

Example: Typical unprocessed slice of a confocal volume dataset

The liver lobule as model system: Original image data from the experiments
6. Image processing and analysis



The liver lobule as model system: General strategy
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New knowledgeNew knowledge

Experimental images 

need to be enhanced 

by image processing

Overview in vivo modeling strategy



• Image I given as �� by �� matrix of integer pixel intensities ranging from 0 
to L − 1 with L number of possible intensity values (e.g. 8-bit => L=256) 

• H denotes normalized histogram of I with a bin for each possible intensity:

�� = number of pixels with intensity n

total number of pixels
  � = 0, 1, . . ,  − 1

• Histogram Equalization is a technique for contrast improvement using an 

image histogram

• The pixel intensities k of I will be transformed by the function: 

�(�) = �����(  − 1 ∑ ��)����
, where floor rounds down to the nearest integer.

6.1. Image processing: HE



Unequalized

Equalized

6.1. Image processing: HE



• Adaptive Histogram Equalization is an extension of HE

• Where HE uses one histogram H computed over the whole image, AHE 

computes multiple histograms, each for a distinct part of the image

• Suited to improve local contrast and correct for brightness inhomogeneity

• Naïve version of AHE computes for each location �, � a histogram ��,�
given 

a neighborhood N, which has its center point at �, �
• The HE normalization is performed for each pixel location �, � using its 

histogram ��,�

6.2. Image processing: AHE



• Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization is an extension of AHE

• AHE tends to overamplify noise in homogeneous image regions

• CLAHE limits contrast enhancement to prevent this

6.3. Image processing: CLAHE

Before After



• Problem: What do image intensities mean in terms of biological structures?

• Thresholding is used to transform a gray-scale image into a binary image

• Usually one of the first steps in image segmentation: partitioning of image 

into foreground (=1) and background (=0), where foreground usually equals 

the structure of interest

• Given a threshold t pixel intensities k of image I will be transformed by the 

function: 

�(�) = � 0 ��� < !1 �� � ≥ !
• Finding manually a suitable threshold can be time consuming and error prone

• A multitude of methods attempt to find thresholds automatically (e.g. Otsu, 

Huang, Shanbhag, Renyi Entropy, ..)

6.4. Image processing: Thresholding



• Otsu-Threshold is a clustering-based thresholding method

• Assumes a bi-modal histogram (= foreground & background pixels)

• Calculates optimal threshold separating the two classes so that their inter-

class variance is maximal

• Naïve version of Adaptive 

Otsu-Threshold computes an 

Otsu-Threshold for each 

location �, � given a 

neighborhood N, which has 

its center point at �, �
• For performance reasons 

computation can be done for 

a subset of locations and 

interpolated for remaining 

locations

6.5. Image processing: (Adaptive) Otsu-Threshold

Original

Otsu



Problem: Segmentation often can be (needs to be) improved 

using biological knowledge

Morphological operators can be used.

• Reduce noise (Opening (E+D) vs. Impulse noise related voxels)

• Reconstruct structures (Closing vs. Artificial holes by staining failures )

The liver lobule as model system: Vascular network reconstruction
6.6. Image processing: Reconstruction of biology

Original CLAHE + Otsu Erosion

Dilatation



• Binary neighborhood operator

• Voting hole filling: For each image location �, � of a binary image I, given a 
neighborhood N, the pixels with intensity value 1 (= foreground) within N
are counted and denoted as !�,�

• Given a majority threshold # (0 ≤ # ≤ �%#&�'(�) * ), the resulting 
pixel intensity �+ at �, � is:

�+�,� = ,0 �� !�,� < #1 �� !�,� ≥ #
• Procedure is repeated, until no pixel intensity swaps, or a defined number 

of iterations is hit

• Allows to close holes within structures

• Contrarily, inverse hole filling counts the pixels with intensity value 0 (= 
background)

• Allows to remove ‘salt and pepper’ noise

6.7. Image processing: Voting (inverse) hole filling



• Morphological operators process images using shapes

• Image is probed with a shape called structuring element, which is applied 

to every possible location in the image

• Pixel intensities in the 

structuring element 

are compared with 

corresponding 

intensities in the image

• Depending on the 

operation that 

combines those pixel-

wise comparisons 

different results can be 

achieved

6.8. Image processing: Erosion & Dilatation



• Erosion: Binary image I eroded by 

structuring element S yields 

resulting binary image -. with 1 in 

all locations i,j of a structuring 

element's origin at which that 

structuring element S fits the 

input image I, i.e. -.(x,y) = 1 

if S fits I and 0 otherwise

Original Erosion

Using a 3x3 square structuring element

• Dilation: Binary image I dilated by 

structuring element S yields 

resulting binary image -. with 1 in 

all locations i,j of a structuring 

element's origin at which that 

structuring element S hits the 

input image I, i.e. -.(x,y) = 1 

if S hits I and 0 otherwise

6.8. Image processing: Erosion & Dilatation

Dilatation



• Opening of a binary image I by 

structuring element S is an 

erosion followed by a dilation

• Can open gaps between objects 

(=foreground) while keeping 

the original sizes

• Closing of a binary image I by 

structuring element S is a 

dilation followed by an erosion

• Can close holes in objects 

(=foreground) while keeping 

the original sizes

Using a 3x3 square structuring element

Using a 5x5 square structuring element

6.9. Image processing: Opening & Closing



From a set of noisy 2D images of low contrast and brightness…

… to 3D volume data with precisely segmented structures

(white = sinusoids, blue = hepatocyte nuclei)

Before After 

The liver lobule as model system: Image processing summary
6.10. Image processing: Segmentation overview



The liver lobule as model system: General strategy

Quantify liver lobule 

architecture (static)

lobule parameters

Quantify the regeneration 

process (dynamic)

process parameters

Quantify the regeneration 

process (dynamic)

process parameters

Set up quantitative model 
(based on lobule / process parameters)

model parameters

Set up quantitative model 
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model parameters

Model simulations 
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Model simulations 
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Comparison to experiments 
(In order to verify / falsify model)

Comparison to experiments 
(In order to verify / falsify model)

Model adjustments Model adjustments 

Experiments

(Image data)

Experiments

(Image data)

New knowledgeNew knowledge

Overview in vivo modeling strategy



Sinusoids: 
• diameter of sinusoids

• density of sinusoids

• branching properties

• radius and shape of central vein

Hepatocytes:
• position

• size (volume) 

• fraction of hepatocyte surface in contact   

with other hepatocytes or sinusoids

Whole lobule:
• area and volume

• shape

Transformation of 

sinusoids to graph and 

graph analysis to quantify 

vascular network

Modified Voronoi diagram 

based on hepatocyte nuclei to 

approximate cell shape

The liver lobule as model system: Extract lobule parameters
6.11. Image analysis: Preprocessing



• Skeletonization or Thinning algorithms are used to find centerlines 

(=skeleton) of objects

• Main idea is to iteratively erode the object’s surface until skeleton remains

• Erosion has to be performed symmetrically to guarantee that skeleton 

lines are at medial position in object and checks are necessary to ensure 

preservation of connectivity

Visualization of binary 3D-image Visualization of its skeleton (still a binary 3D-image)

6.12. Image analysis: Skeletonization



• To analyze e.g. biological networks (blood vessels etc.), 

their skeleton (as binary image) is transformed into graphs

• A graph is an ordered pair / = (0, 1) with V being a set of vertices 

(= nodes) and E being a set of edges, which are 2-element subsets of V

• If edges are unordered subsets of vertices, the graph is called undirected

6.13. Image analysis: Graph extraction



• Following steps are performed to transform a skeleton into a graph:

– For each skeleton pixel a vertex (with coordinates) is added

– If two pixels are next to each other (three iterations: 1.) shared surface, 2.) shared edge, 

3.) shared point), an edge between corresponding vertices is added, if it doesn’t 

introduce a loop three edges long

6.13. Image analysis: Graph extraction



For analysis of networks their graphs have to be post-processed to make up for 
artefacts coming from high resolution:

1. Resampling: Keep every x-th vertex, remove vertices in between. Vertices 
with 1 or >2 edges are kept.

2. Remove dead ends: A dead end branch is a series of connected vertices, 
beginning with a vertex with 1 edge (=dead end node) and ending at a vertex 
with 1 or >2 edges. Is a dead end branch shorter than a certain threshold it is 
considered artificial and therefore removed.

3. Collapse intersection nodes: If two intersection vertices (= vertex with >2 
edges) are connected by a series of connected vertices and the distance 
between them is shorter than a certain threshold, those two intersection 
nodes (and their connection) are replaced by one vertex, situated in-between 
them.

4. Geometric pruning: Given a series of three connected vertices. If the line 
given by the last two nodes deviates less than a certain threshold (in °) from 
the line given by the first two, the vertex in the middle is considered obsolete 
for maintaining the geometrical structure and therefore removed.

6.14. Image analysis: Graph postprocessing



6.14. Image analysis: Graph postprocessing
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7. Introduction: TiQuant software

TiQuant implements all image processing

and image analysis methods presented before.



Common Framework – GUI, Data StructuresCommon Framework – GUI, Data Structures

Model Representation/

Parameters

Model Representation/

Parameters
Data RepresentationData Representation

TiSim

Model simulations

TiSim

Model simulations

TiQuant

Image processing

Image analysis

TiQuant

Image processing

Image analysis

7. TiQuant / TiSim relations



GITGIT
C++

ITK

VTK

Open
GL

GNU/LinuxGNU/Linux Mac OS XMac OS X
MS 

Windows
MS 

Windows

Qt• C++ library Visualization 

Toolkit (VTK) is used mainly 

for development of 

interactive visualization of 

e.g. images and networks

• For development of image processing pipelines we use C++ 

library Insight Toolkit (ITK)

7.1. TiQuant: Technology overview



• ITK & VTK provide data structures (e.g. images, graphs, ..), many basic 

algorithms (e.g. Erosion, Dilation, Hole filling, ..) and support methods (e.g. 

reader, writer, ..)

• Basic algorithms are implemented as modular filters, which have defined 

input and output interfaces

• Images are templated over pixel type (8bit, 16bit, RGB, ..) and dimension 

(2d, 3d, ..) and filters over input/output images

• Filters can be plugged 

together to pipelines, 

where output of Filter A is 

input for Filter B etc.

7.2. TiQuant: Pipeline concept



• Pre-processing (cut, CLAHE, ..)

• Segmentation of sinusoidal & bile canaliculi network

• Conversion into graph

• Analysis of graph

7.3. TiQuant: Features



Pipeline Selection

Job Management

Pipeline controls

Pipeline parametrization

7.4. TiQuant: GUI

Start Pipeline



Pre-process data (cut, CLAHE, ..)

Prepare initial segmentation 

(standard parametrization)

Evaluate quality of segmentation

Adjust segmentation parameters 

and try again

Analyze segmentation

Good

Not so good

7.5. TiQuant: Segmentation workflow
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• Open image with Fiji
– Click File -> Open and navigate in the File Dialog to 

TiQuantLecture\Data\107 and select 107_RGB.

– Feel free to open other images:
• Gray-scale, pre-processed raw data: in TiQuantLecture\Data\107.

• Results after initial segmentation with standard parameters: in 
TiQuantLecture\Data\107\initial_segmentation.

• Final results after parameter tuning: in 
TiQuantLecture\Data\107\final_segmentation.

– Files ending on:
• _overlay: For visualization purposes.

• _bin: Binary segmentation file, used as input for analysis pipelines.

• _skeleton: Binary skeleton files, containing 1-pixel wide medial axis of 
networks (you‘ll have to zoom in, if you want to see this ;).

• Preparation
– Copy TiQuantLecture from the network share to H:.

– Navigate to TiQuantLecture/Fiji.app and double-click ImageJ-win64.exe.

– Change to the folder TiQuantLecture/TiQuant and double-click TiQuant.exe.

• Open graph in TiQuant
– In ImageProcessing tab click on drop down menu and select Extract 

and Analyze Graph.

– In parameter table select as Network type: Sinusoidal Network, as 
Input type: Final Graph, double-click red field next to Graph file and 
then click on button to the right to open file dialog. Navigate to 
TiQuantLecture\Data\107\final_segmentation and select 
sin_graph0.txt.

– To show the graph, tick Display final graph box at end of parameter 
table.

– Finally click Start Pipeline.

• Output
– In folder TiQuantLecture\Data\ are three files for Sinusoids, 

respectively Bile analysis:
• Ending on _1: general stats for whole dataset.

• Ending on _2: 1 line per (dead end/intersection) vertex.

• Ending on _3: 1 line per branch.

8. TiQuant software (Practice)
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All lobule parameters are obtained from and 

averaged over many confocal datasets      robust information

The liver lobule as model system: Extract lobule parameters
9. In vivo modeling



The liver lobule as model system: Extract lobule parameters

Parameter Value ± Standard deviation

Lobule

Confocal scanning depth 95 ± 57 µm

Lobule height in model 250 ± 0 µm

Lobule area (2D slice) 0.21 ± 0.05 mm²

Lobule radius in model 

(2D slice)

284.3 ± 56.9 µm

(12.2 ± 2.4 hepatocytes)

Lobule volume in model

Area of necrotic lesion before 

regeneration

0.073 ± 0.011 mm²

Radius of necrotic lesion before 

regeneration

149 ± 22 µm 

(6.4 ± 1.0 hepatocytes)

Sinusoids

Radius of sinusoid vessels 4.75 ± 2.25 µm

Orthogonal minimal vessel distance 16.45 ± 4.22 µm

Non-branched segment length 43.1 ± 18.9 µm

Mean branching angles 32.5° ± 11.2°

Vessel volume in lobule 7.4 ± 1.1%

Hepatocytes

Hepatocyte volume mm³

Hepatocyte size 23.3 ± 3.1 µm

Hepatocyte density 1889 ± 341 cells/mm²

Next neighbor distance 21.6 ± 13.1 µm

Diameter of hepatocyte nucleus 9.3 ± 4.4 µm

Central vein

Length in Volume 107 ± 69 µm

Radius 41.2 ± 32.1 µm

Inclination to viewing plane 6.6° ± 4.1°

3 3 352.5 10 12.5 10 mm− −⋅ ± ⋅

5 61.2653 10 3.915 10− −⋅ ± ⋅

9. In vivo modeling



The liver lobule as model system: General strategy
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• First step: Representative model lobule in 3D 

(Initial state for model simulations)

• The 3D model is linked very closely to experimental data, 

BUT model contains no information on regeneration dynamics

Representative model lobule in 3D                                                                        Vascular network in 3D model

The liver lobule as model system: 3D model of liver lobule architecture
9. In vivo modeling



The liver lobule as model system: General strategy
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Overview in vivo modeling strategy



We analyzed BrdU and TUNEL stained bright-field micrographs to quantify regeneration dynamics.

Fully analyzed corresponding micrograph Sample bright field micrograph

The liver lobule as model system: Quantification of regeneration process 
9.1. In vivo modeling: Image analysis for process parameters
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Hepatocyte proliferation peaks 2 days after 

intoxication close to the necrotic lesion

The liver lobule as model system: Quantification of regeneration process 
9.1. In vivo modeling: Image analysis for process parameters



The liver lobule as model system: General strategy
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Model simulation of a regenerating liver lobule in 3D

Model 1 with parameter 

set from earlier models

The liver lobule as model system: Model simulations

Beige = non-proliferating hepatocytes

White = hepatocytes intoxicated by CCl4
Red = proliferating hepatocyte (BrdU)

9.2. In vivo modeling: Model construction



The liver lobule as model system: General strategy
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Good agreement with experiments Large difference to experiments

The liver lobule as model system: Quantify model simulations and compare to experiments
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9.2. In vivo modeling: Model construction



The liver lobule as model system: General strategy
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The liver lobule as model system: Quantify model simulations and compare to experiments

Model adjustments

• Not all parameters could be experimentally measured (but in principle this is possible)

• We varied unknown parameters within physiological ranges

• We modified: 

- Cellular micromotility

- Hepatocyte-hepatocyte and hepatocyte-sinusoid adhesion

- Hepatocyte-hepatocyte and hepatocyte-matrix friction

- The biophysical properties of hepatocytes and sinusoids

• Introduction of further known mechanisms:

- Necrotaxis: directed cell migration towards necrotic area

- Hepatocyte polarity: anisotropic cell-cell adhesion

• Best model found in high-dimensional parameter space: Model 2

9.2. In vivo modeling: Model construction



Best model within physiological parameter space: Model 2

The liver lobule as model system: Quantify model simulations and compare to experiments
9.2. In vivo modeling: Model construction



The liver lobule as model system: Quantify model simulations and compare to experiments
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Good agreement with experiments Good agreement with experiments

Quantitative comparison of model 2 with experiments

Looks good…BUT:

9.2. In vivo modeling: Model construction



The liver lobule as model system: Quantify model simulations and compare to experiments

Further quantitative comparison of model 2 with experiments

• In order to restore liver function 

specific lobule architecture must 

be regenerated

• Measure for regeneration of 

lobule architecture: hepatocyte-

sinusoid contact area (HSCA)

• Problem: HSCA is experimentally 

NOT accessible

• New method: Calculate HSCA
Basis: Segmentation of experimental data and  

cell shape approximation by modified 

Voronoi-diagram in 3D

9.2. In vivo modeling: Model construction



The liver lobule as model system: Quantify model simulations and compare to experiments
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measures !

Further quantitative comparison of model 2 with experiments

9.2. In vivo modeling: Model construction



S   I   N   U   S   O   I   D S   I   N   U   S   O   I   D

S   I   N   U   S   O   I   D S   I   N   U   S   O   I   D

α = Random?

New mechanism: Hepatocyte-sinusoid alignment (HSA)
(Daughter cells align parallel to (along) sinusoids) 

Orientation

of daughter cells

is random

Assume instead:

So far:

Now:

The liver lobule as model system: What is wrong with the model ?

Many weeks of 

thinking and testing

9.2. In vivo modeling: Model construction



Model with Hepatocyte-Sinusoid alignment = Model 3

The liver lobule as model system: Quantify model simulations and compare to experiments
9.2. In vivo modeling: Model construction



Quantitative comparison of model 3 (HSA) with experiments

The liver lobule as model system: Quantify model simulations and compare to experiments
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Model predicts alignment of hepatocytes along sinusoids.

BUT: Is this alignment observed in reality ?

Important: ONLY Model 3 (with HSA mechanism) is 

able to regenerate liver architecture

(and thus restore liver function)

9.3. In vivo modeling: Model validation



The liver lobule as model system: General strategy
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This may stimulate NEW experiments

Overview in vivo modeling strategy



Study many confocal micrographs …

Sinusoid

Daughter cells seem aligned along sinusoids!

BUT: We need quantitative analysis in 3D

Green: BrdU positive cells (S-Phase) / Blue: DAPI / Red: Lectin

Assumption: Pairs of BrdU positive cells are daughter cells from the same BrdU positive mother cell

Pair of BrdU 
positive cells

The liver lobule as model system: Model simulations stimulate further experiments
9.3. In vivo modeling: Model validation



The liver lobule as model system: Quantitative validation of HSA in 3D

NEW method based on 

segmentation of on ICAM / 

DPPIV / BrdU stained 

confocal laser scans.

α: Angle between 

- pair of BrdU positive 

hepatocyte nuclei 

(= daughter cells) and 

- closest sinusoid

= Measure for HSA

Red = BrdU stained hepatocyte nuclei

White/Grey = Sinusoids

9.3. In vivo modeling: Model validation



Possible explanation of 

misaligned cell pairs:
Two adjacent BrdU positive cells are 

likely to be daughter cells but 

(depending on proliferation intensity) 

they may also be neighbor cells by 

chance. Calculations reveal a probability 

of ~20% for this misinterpretation which 

explains misaligned pairs.

Result of quantitative analysis in 3D: 

Almost all hepatocytes (after cell division) are aligned along sinusoids

The liver lobule as model system: Quantitative validation of HSA in 3D

Experiments validate novel mechanism (HSA) !

9.3. In vivo modeling: Model validation



The liver lobule as model system: General strategy
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Novel mechanism in liver regeneration

„Hepatocyte-Sinusoid Alignment“

Overview in vivo modeling strategy



The liver lobule as model system: Summary

• We studied liver regeneration after intoxication with CCl4

• We established image processing and image analysis procedures

to reconstruct and analyze in vivo tissues using 3D confocal laser scans

• We used the resulting quantitative information to set up the 

first three-dimensional model of the regenerating liver lobule

• The model predicted a yet unknown key mechanism

(hepatocyte-sinusoid alignment, HSA) as essential for liver regeneration

• We experimentally validated HSA

• During this analysis we introduced novel techniques to obtain 

currently experimentally not accessible information 

(hepatocyte-sinusoid contact area, alignment angle a)

9.4. In vivo modeling: Summary



Interested in Master / PhD? Feedback?
hoehme@uni-leipzig.de

www.hoehme.com

Have a nice weekend!

The end


